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Mexico first driving force economic in
Latin America.
The rate economic growth on first four years
on the actual administration was 2.1%,
exceed 0.8% that was reported for Latin
America and the Caribbean. This growth of
the country on the time studied was superior
even on the average of the countries of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) that was 1.9%.
“Actually, in recent years, Mexico has become
the first driving economic force in Latin
America and Caribbean” said the fifth
government inform.
In the document said that in this
administration the Mexican economy has
registered a positive growth in every year in
each trimester on an annual rate.
Also of the 20 most biggest economies in the
world, China and Mexico were the only that
increase their value on goods exportations.
Trough the last administration were attracted
in FDI an historical amount of 156 billion
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dollars, which exceeded, in only fourth and a
half years, the mount received trough the six
first years on any other administration and its
equivalent to 9.9% of the aim planted on the
National Development Program 2013-2018.
Regarding inflation, Mexican economy was
witness in 2017, of a decrease who boots the
inflation. However, rate average inflation on
this administration was 3.6% and stablished it
on the lowest level in 45 years.
The international scenery will be complex but
Mexico has improved and its recognized as
an emerging economy.
Regarding the national scenery on
renegotiation of North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), Mexico will collaborate
with the United States under a principle of
mutual responsibility.
Source: El sol de México
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Automotive enterprises from United States made
historical investments in Mexico.
On the first semester of 2017, 66 per cent of
all FDI in Mexico to the automotive sector
comes from American enterprises, even
though uncertainly which cause of NAFTA
renegotiation.
Even though uncertainly among the results
that renegotiation on NAFTA can came, the
automotive enterprises from United States did
not stopped their investment projects in
Mexico and registered an historical level in the
first semester of 2017.
On the first six months of 2017, this
companies invest around 2.406 billion dollars,
more than two fold that they spend in 2016
when only invest around 912 million dollars
according to Ministry of Economy.
Luis Lozano, Director of Gubernamental
Relations at Toyota, said in an interview, that
are confidence in the governments and
negotiations of NAFTA finished in good terms.
“We are on the side of the information and we
are going to defend our position (no changes
for automotive sector in NAFTA) with data.
This modernization (of NAFTA) has to
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

generate value and of course, increase trade
between nations” added Eduardo Solís,
president of Mexican Association of
Automotive industry (AMIA).
On the first semester of 2017 the FDI in
automotive sector arise around 3, 625 million
dollars which 66 per cent comes from United
States. Among the biggest brands who
invested in Mexico, stand out Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles (FCA), who starts to produce in
2017 the Jeep Compass in his plant in Toluca,
State of Mexico.
Flavio Volpe, president of the Canadian
Association of auto-parts industry said that
North America is very competitive and this is
due to low cost of Mexico this is one of the
reasons to invest in Mexico.
Gabriel Casillas, General Director of economic
analysis at Banorte consideres that the new
NAFTA will not affect national industries.

Source: El Financiero
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Private consumption increase 3.4 per cent in
June.
The consumption in Mexican houses has an
increase during the first semester of 2017.
Although that in the last two months statistics
have moderate advance, private consumption
increase in 3.4 per cent in June lightly over
that reported in 2016.

increase in 6.5 per cent, up front of 2.0 per
cent on the first six months of the last year.

According to original statistics from the
National Institute of Statistics and Geography
(INEGI), increase in the consumption on first
half of this year have been more dynamic
since 2012 and have been boost, over all,
acquisitions of imported goods.

Although have an increase of consumption of
goods on the houses in goods and services
the national origin low their.
Buys of this goods in local market were lower
and reveled an increase of 2 per cent in this
period.

After a year fully of uncertainly, Mexican peso
has won front of american dollar, which help
to demand of imported goods. On the first
sixth months of 2017, this consumption

This increase observed in 2017 stand out as
a bigger expansion of a imported goods from
2013.

Source: El Financiero

Scientific Production in Mexico increased 23 per
cent.
Scientific production in Mexico increased 23%
due to the support of the National Consortium
of Scientific and Technological Information
Resources (Consorcio Nacional de Recursos
de Información Científica y Tecnológica,
abbreviated Conricyt). According to a study by
SCImago Research Group, the consortium
has played a fundamental role to increase the
quantity and quality of scientific articles in
Mexico.
At the “Entre Pares (“Among Pairs”) event,
which took place on September 4 and 5 in
Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Félix de Moya
Anegón, SCImago’s Director, highlighted that
in 2010 Mexico generated 16, 327 scientific
articles, compared with 21,310 articles
published in 2015 indicating a 23% increase.
In addition to the number of scientific articles
published, Mexico improved in quality as well,
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

having a normalized impact of 0.74 in 2010
compared with the impact in 2015 of 0.82,
representing an 8% increase since the
creation of the Conricyt.

Source: El Universal
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Confidence in consumption increase in 0.7
through august.
Mexican consumers will show optimistic
respect of the actual and future behavior of
Mexican economy in august 2017, the Rate of
Trust Consumption (abbreviated ICC),
registered a month increase of 0.7 per cent
compared with July, according with National
Institute of Statistics and Geography
(Abbreviated INEGI).

compared with the prevalence of the last 12
months presentes an monthly increase of 1
per cent.

On the other hand, regarding the actual
possibility of buy new durable goods, this
possibility decrease.

The national statistics regarding consumer
confidence, take place on the first twenty days
of every month with and approximately 2,036
thousand of urban homes at national level.

Finally the component which evaluate the
possibilities in actual moment as part of the
members of the home, compared with others
in the last year.

Compared the statistic from this year and last,
ICC indicator shows an advance of 2.2 per
cent.
Source: La Jornada

Is important to said, that the ICC, its formed
with five partial indicators, this indicator of
consumption
perception regarding the
economic situation of the country, now a days
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Mexican SME’s bet for big data, cloud and
e-commerce.
Nowadays, small and medium enterprises
(SME’s) are supporting many of their
activities with a digital transformation, Big
Data, cloud and e-commerce, with this
increase their productivity and
competitiveness in years to come, said DCD.

Stock Market (BMV) has a familiar
representation on the capital and in the
control of enterprises, its due to this the
importance of this type of enterprises to
support the development of national
economy, said KPMG.

The platform of information from the industrial
data center exposed that the enterprises are
exposed to many changes and their correct
administration would be the difference
between rise up or been stuck in the further
years to come.

In this sense, added, SME’s in Mexico are
looking of innovating days to grow and other
their main strategies are trying to enter in new
markets, national and internationals.

For that, said, they have to develop a plan to
transforms many other productive process,
which in case of familiar enterprises its more
complex due to SME’s are moving through
the desire to grow up through stay on the
spotlight.
Importance of this enterprises are big in
Mexican economy, according with a study
published by KPMG, more than 90% of this
enterprises have participation at Mexican

With this strategies, more than a half (59%)
expecting an increase of growth at unless
4.0% in this year, and in terms of revenues,
almost a half (48%) forecast a revenues for at
least 6 per cent annual in the further three
years.
Just in Mexico more than four million,
generate 72 per cent of employment and their
revenues supports around 52% of their GDP.
Source: El Sol de México

Mexican exports increase in 37 per cent in
this administration: Ministry of Economics.

Mexican export have shown an increase in
37 per cent on this administration, compared
with the last administration and aport two of
three parts of GDP in Mexico, declared the
Ministry of Economics, Ildefonso Guajardo.
At his participation on the National Award of
Exportations, started in 1993, the Ministry,
said that we have to fight against the
tendency that provoques that five states of
the north in Mexico concentred more than a
half of the exports meanwhile seven states
of the southeast aport 11 per cent in total.
Same states from the north aport 50 per cent
of GDP and the southeast just only 9 and 10
per cent.
The Ministry said that three companies from
the south of the country (one from Oaxaca
that makes mezcal, other how produces
meat in Yucatan and a producer of pasture

in Chiapas) will be awarded in this edition of
2017 with the national award for exporters
remarking that, this is a shown of an
equilibrated development in the country.
At the same time, presidente of The Mexican
Business Council for Foreign Trade, Valentín
Diez Morodo, said that Mexico raise up two
places on the main exports countries,
remarking that the manufacturers and
agroindustrial products, avocado and beer
among others were the main export
products.
Mexico is the 15th economy in the world and
has 16th destiny of foreign direct investment.
Also raise up six places on competitive rate.

Source: La Jornada

BENEFITS AND SERVICES
BE PART OF THE ONLY MEXICAN ORGANIZATION WITH
MORE THAN 20 YEARS OF EXPERTISE LINKING
MEXICAN AND ARAB COMPANIES

Direct contact with Mexican businessmen interested in Arab
products.
Trade and economic reports in order to provide up to date
information on business opportunities.
Personalized consulting for each of our members.
Conferences and workshops on trade, business and economic
topics, in order to strengthen economic ties.
CAMIC has a broad network of businessmen, companies and
gubernamental bodies that will facilitate your incursion in the
market.
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Improves economic activity in the center of
Mexico.
Economic activity in the center of the region
of the country, were are stablished in
Queretaro and Guanajuato, registered an
increase of 0.65 per cent on the second
trimester of 2017, according with information
of Mexican Bank (Banxico). This is a little bit
upper than compared with the 0.63 per cent
who has Mexico in January to March on the
last year.
In their report regarding Regional
Economies in April to June 2017, the Central
Bank indicates that in north center of Mexico
where are located states as Aguascalientes
and San Luis Potosi, the economy grow up
1.24 per cent from April to June this data is
upper than 0.51 per cent showed in the last
trimester.

compared with 1.4 per cent registered on
the first three months of the year and south
of the country showed a decrease of 1.05
per cent in this period.
On the other hand, report made from
Banxico, said that the tourism also
contributes positively to grown in the regions
of the north and center also, the farming
production from different zone in north and
centre.
According with CEOs that were interviewed
to this inform, the manufacture sector on the
central region in the country has been
supported from electric industry sector,
which has been benefit from excellent
development of the exportations in the
electronic security systems.

In that study said that central region of the
country, the economic activity grow as result
of good performance of manufactories a little
bit more connected with the external market
and some other activities manly connected
with retail sector.

On the reported they added, a increase of
dynamics on fuel systems on automotive
industries, and an increase in the
consumption of beverages associated to
high temperatures.

The region of the north presented an
advanced of 0.86 per cent in the second
trimester of 2017, an amount fewer

Source: El Economista
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Mexico has a good growth perspective.
A total of 16 reviews motive a new
perspective of increase in Mexico in
September motivate the perspective on an
improvement according with the information of
FocusEconomics, the market expects and
expansion of 2.1 per cent pf GDP of Mexico.
With this new perspective we can see an
increase tendency which stabilizes Mexican
market in April and July, who only will be
interrupted in September, with an estimated of
2%, same expected in July up from the 1.8
per cent expected at the beginning of the
year.

meanwhile the perspectives and the growing
improving the analysis made by the
economist Daniel Ampudia.
Perspective of Mexican economic growth in
2017.
Annual rate growth
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Expectations for growing market in Mexico
are established on the same levels that were
predicted on the last year.
Reviewing in detail from the 37 perspectives
studied from many other financial groups and
economic firms, we can see an optimistic
perspective of Mexican development.
This means that, according with the new
perspective the Mexican economy will reach
the puntual expansion that Mexican Bank is
expecting, which is from 2.2%.

0

At the inform the report in September, the
expert of consulting made an inspection about
the conditions observed in the analysis saw at
the inform.
Source: El Economista

The economy expanded in a phase of slow
development in the second trimester
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Business Opportunities
CAMIC connects you with new business
partners
ZEYCO
Products: preparations for dental uses
Tel. (52) 33 36 84 81 10
Website: www.zeyco.com.mx
Email: lgarcia@zeyco.com.mx
COMSA
Products: emergency vehicles
Tel. (52) 55 33 30 83 33
Website: www.comsa.com.mx
Email: jmendez@comsa.com.mx

COMERCIO DINÁMICO
Products: natural oils
Tel. (52) 55 55 31 07 25
Website:
www.comerciodinamico.com.mx
Email:
s.hecker@comerciodinamico.com.mx
KRIMAQ
Products: foodstuff
Tel. (52) 295 726 66 19 43
Email: alejandro_rubio@krimaqimex.com
PALETAS MARA
Products: confectionery
Tel. (52) 463 957 05 09
Website: www.mara.com.mx
Email: federico@mara.com.mx
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce
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Trade Shows in Mexico

ELECTRICON
Date: October 18th - 20th, 2017
Place: Mexico City
Why attend?: This expo has been from las 17
years a point of many meetings of professionals
in electric construction and authorities. Also this
event provide fresh information of relevant
trends of electric industries.
For more information: www.electricon.com.mx
or write to: socios@camic.org
or write to: socios@camic.org

Date: October 17th - 21st, 2017
Place: Mexico City

EXPO CIHAC

Why attend?: The best business opportunities
with over 570 exhibitors offering their
innovations on architecture, interior design,
coverings, tiles, machinery, tools, materials,
sustainability, energy efficiency, windows, locks,
technology and services in 430,000 square feet
making countless connections with key industrial
players.
For more information:
www.thegreenexpo.com.mx or write to:
socios@camic.org

Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce
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Construction activity increase in 20 per cent in
Queretaro state.
In the first semester of this year, the
production value of construction companies
in the state of Queretaro registered an
increase of 20.4 per cent, regarding with the
same period of the last year, which put this
state in the national’s seventh position with a
better increase.
According with the Center of Economic
Studies of Construction Sector (Ceesco),
urbanization construction and public
transportation will boost the activity.
Value of production of the construction
companies in Queretato was around
9,019,836 Mexican pesos with represents
3.6 per cent of national total.
The statistics of the State of Queretaro from
industrial construction shown that the
construction activity increase in a 13.2 per
cent, which occupied eighth place at national
leven, in other states as San Luis Potosi was

Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

of 9.3 per cent, Aguascalientes was 8.1 per
cent.
In the same month states like Guanajuato
had a fall of 10.4 per cent meanwhile
Aguascalientes had a fell of 48.4 per cent
and just in San Luis Potosí increase in 60.5
per cent.
At national level, the construction activity
registered a value of 24, 825,426 Mexican
pesos in the period January - June, this was
a decrement of 3.5 per cent.
The president of Colleagues of Civil
Engineers of Queretaro, Oscar Hale, said
that this state has as a priority their sources
of money to invest in public transportation
and construction work at mountain zone.

Fuente: El Financiero
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TRADE STATISTICS
Mexico-Arab Countries
July, 2017

Main exporting partners
UAE
Algeria
Qatar

10%

Saudi Arabia
Morocco

Main importing partners
Saudi Arabia
Morocco
Algeria

6%

7%
14%

35%

40%

13%

UAE
Egypt

19%

31%

24%

Total exports:
USD $70,143

Total imports:
USD $81,670

Monthly decrease: 7.11%

Monthly decrease: 3.9%

Main exported products

Main imported products

Vehicles
Cellphones
Tubs of steel and iron
Refrigerators
Cereals

Phosphates
Electrical machinery
Iron and steel Manufacturing
Copper cables
Valves
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Pemex will invest in international exploration
Mexican National Oil Company, Petróleos
Mexicanos (Pemex), will partner with
multinational companies such as Shell,
ExxonMobil, Chevron, Total S.A. and British
Petroleum, among others, to participate in oil
field bidding rounds offered internationally
expecting reserves between 200 million and
300 million barrels over the next four years.

specific financial resources to accelerate the
characterization and delimitation of the new
discoveries reducing the periods between
discovery and production in the short and
medium term.

According to Mexico’s 2018 Economic
Package, the country will invest MXN$ 20,
942 million between 2017 and 2020 on
exploration specialized studies both in
Mexico and abroad.
The investment scheme is part of a portfolio
renewal that expects to restore the extracted
reserve in a profitable and sustainable way
incorporating reserves per 1,100 million
crude oil barrels aligned with the average
incorporation of the last five years. By 2020,
20% of the expected 1.5 billion barrels may
be from reserves in other parts of the world.
To achieve this, in addition to the exploration
studies in the allocations granted to Pemex,
the Mexican National Oil Company will
participate in international licensing rounds in
a search for the straightening and the
diversifying of the exploratory portfolio.
Pemex Exploration and Production
subsidiary (Pemex Exploración y Producción
abbreviated PEP) proposes to allocate
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

The immediate program contemplates the
delimitation of important discoveries made in
2015 and 2016, as well as the delimitation in
farm out agreements.
In addition, considering that 80% of the
investment in explorations is related to the
drilling-completion of exploratory wells and
delimitation, it is essential to continue with an
improved process for operational efficiency
that will allow cost reduction.

Source: El Universal
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CULTURE

Mexican Murals

Mexico has a long tradition of mural painting. This legacy dates back to the pre-Hispanic
period with an ancient civilization called the Olmecs, which produced some of the earliest
known painted in south america. This tradition continued under Hispanic rule as murals
were used to introduce the Mexican people to the stories and ideas of Catholicism. Form
this point on, mural painting became one of the most dominant dorms of art in Mexican
culture, a country wide tool for means of expression. This precedence provided a ready
made platform for the politically motivated and fostered the birth of the Mexican Muralism
movement.
The History of Mexico (mural)
One of the most iconic murals was The
History of Mexico, mural made by Diego
Rivera who is in the stairwell of the National
Palace in Mexico City was executed
between 1929 and 1935. The subject of the
mural is Mexico’s history from ancient times
to the present. The depict the many
struggles of the common Mexican people to
fight against Spanish, the Frenchs, and the
dictator that controlled different points in its
story.

Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

Juarez, Clery and the imperialists
(mural)
This piece was located at National Museum
of National History. Which Orozco try to
show mettle and straighten of Benito
Juarez facing betray who try to give to the
country of foreign invasions mainly during
french invasion.

Source: wikipedia, CDMX travel and Mexican
Muralism
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Amazon plans mega warehouse for Mexico growth
spurt
Amazon.com Inc is preparing to open a 1
million square-foot warehouse near Mexico
City, sources familiar with the project said,
part of an effort to boost its presence in
Mexico’s nascent e-commerce industry.
The new warehouse is slated to be built in
the Tepoztlan municipality about 25 miles
(40 km) north of the Mexican capital,
according to four Mexico City real estate
professionals familiar with the plans.
Expected to be completed next year, the
facility would triple Amazon’s distribution
space in Mexico, home around 120 million
potential customers.
Amazon’s Mexico push comes amid talks to
revamp the North American Free Trade
Agreement, which could benefit the Seattlebased retailer if the United States persuades
Mexico to raise a $50 limit on the value of
online purchases that can be imported dutyfree.
Amazon is a relative newcomer to Mexico; it
opened its Kindle e-books site to Mexican
customers in 2013 and expanded into sales
of physical goods just two years ago. But it is
growing much faster that rivals such as WalMart Stores Inc, and is already the nation’s
third-largest online retailer.
Amazon is a relative newcomer to Mexico; it
opened its Kindle e-books site to Mexican
customers in 2013 and expanded into sales
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

of physical goods just two years ago. But is
growing much fates than rivals such as WalMart Stores Inc, and is already the nation’s
third-largest online retailer. Amazon posted
$253 million in sales in Mexico last year,
more than double the year before, according
to market research firm Euromonitor
International.
The new warehouse will be constructed
about 7 miles (11 km) from the existing
facilities. All are located along the so called
“NAFTA” highway, an industrial belt that runs
through Mexico’s factory regions to the U.S.
border.
The new facility is beign built by U.S. based
industrial developer Prologis, which owns
45.9 per cent of Fibra Prologis, a Mexicobased real estate investment trust that owns
34.2 million square feet (3.2 million sq m) of
manufacturing and logistics space across
Mexico. Fibra Prologis typicaly acquitres
properties from Prologis once they are
completed.
At 1 million square feet, the new facility
would be able to distribute bulky productos
such as furniture, as well as small items like
books and microwaves, a set-up Amazon
uses in other foreign countries, said Marc
Wu l f r a a t , p r e s i d e n t o f t h e l o g i s t i c s
consultancy firm MWPVL International.
Source: Times of Oman
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Increase at 12 per cent foreign tourism market in
Mexico.

The increase rate observed its twice bigger
that the predicted in the first five years of this
year, who was of 6 per cent.

More than 22.9 million of foreign tourist travel
to Mexico from January to July of this year,
has an amount that means an increase of 12
per cent compared with the same period of
the last year, Informed the Bank of Mexico
(Banxico).

Statistics from central bank said that between
January to July of last year, increase 20.4
million of tourist. In 2016 get into the country
35 million of foreign tourist which let Mexico
be the eighth country more visited in the
world.
From the 22.9 millions of tourist, 13.4 millions
get in airplanes, meanwhile 9.4 millions get
into the country and stayed on their frontiers.

Source: La Jornada

Manufacturing sector maintained they growing at
July
Laboral plan of manufacturing sector will
maintain their expansion through out July
2017. Compared with the last year, number
of employees at this sector increase in 4 per
cent, which showed a growth in fourth
months.
Regarding to the uncertainly future
environment of commercial rations between
Mexico and United States has fade away, the
production of manufacturing sector will boost
due to the increase of demand in the US
market.
According with statistics adjusted by National
Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI),
manufacturing employment registered an
increase of 0.3 per cent a monthly rate,
which accumulate three months of
increments.
According with the lecture of this indicator,
necessity of workers at oil sector has
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

increase. With an increase of 2.9 per cent
regarding June, this sector stand out with a
major employment employment growth.
With this increase of oil activities added two
months of continued expansion, after fourth
months in negative field.
Manufacturing of machinery and equipment
and the fabrication of furniture, mattress and
curtains were the two fields with bigger
expansion of employment, with an increase
of 0.9 per cent month after month.
However, on the other fourth activities
sectors have been suffered some reductions
at employment. Activities of impression and
connected industries has a decrease in 0.8
per cent compared with June.
Source: El Financiero
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Increase german FDI in 84 per cent at State of
Queretaro
German investment has been boost by the
advance registered in the State of
automotive and aero industries. On the first
semester of this year increase in 86.8
million dollars.
Boost in aero and automotive sectors in
Queretaro, and the development of
industrial economic system around, have
been boost german investments in
Queretaro, due to this on the first semester
of 2017, german FDI had an annual
increase of 84.2 per cent according with the
information of Ministry of Economy.
According with governmental statistics
german FDI in Queretaro increase at 86.8
million dollars reported on the first semester
of 2017.
In recent years, german FDI in Queretaro
has strengthen supported at investment
projects on aero and automotive sectors.
Mario Kristen, Manager of Ambiental and
Energy sector of the Agency of Sajonia
Economic Development, recognized the
potential of Queretaro has at the industry,
where german companies has opportunities
in new business.
Workers as engineers and hand work its
very important, and this is the situation that
has on the center in Mexico, who has
equipment employees and the advantages
in the region.
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

In recent days the Agency of Economic
Development of Sajonia made a visit to
Queretaro, where five medium companies
participate dedicated to the industrial
automotive activity and metalmecanic
enginery.
The objetive of this commercial mission,
who also included in Mexico City and
Guanajuato was locate future business
opportunities with other clients in Mexico,
providing components, and the possibility of
establish in the country, declared Kristen.
Most of them, added, the companies of
Sajonia worked with companies Tier 1 and
Tier 2.
Automotive sector in Mexico work an
international level, and the industry increase
in enterprises who knows that the country is
important to the future.
Expressed that the german companies
knows that the region in Mexico has a way.
And if existed challenges, and business
opportunities.
Regarding the tendency of automotive
industry to the future, the german
businessmen expressed that the companies
are working at sustainable technologies,
where automotive industries investment in
cars hybrid and electric.
Source: Excelsior
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Agro food production increase in 11 per cent.

Livestock, Rural Development, Fisheries and
Food (SAGARPA).

Agro food production from 52 main products
registered an increase of 11 per cent in
2016, compared with 2012, according of
data from the Secretariat of Agriculture,

Remarked this is regarding to increase of
frutal farmings, with 22 per cent, green
vegetables, 21 per cent seeds with 13.4 per
cent, agro industry farms 9.6 per cent oily
with 8.8 per cent and forage with 5.7 per
cent. He explain that some of products that
have a big increase were soybean with
105.7 per cent, apples with 91.2 per cent
asparagus with 8.1 per cent, black berry with
77.8 per cent, broccoli.
Source: El Financiero

Manufacture exports boost in august
Manufacturing goods exports will boost at
the end of august. Compared with the last
year the trade in Mexican manufactories
(with out automotive) increase in a big rate
since may, at 8.3 per cent.
Once the negotiations between Canada,
United States and Mexico regarding
terminus in North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), Mexican exportations
showed an increment in manufacturing
sector.
Regarding august 2016 total exports
increase 10.3 per cent. In particular,
manufacturing exportation (included
automotive sector) start to show an increase
of 10.7 per cent.
Just only the sells in automotive sector
increase in 15.6 per cent, continue with for
months. The rest of exportation increase in
8.3 per cent.
Opportunities in trade balance on goods in
Mexico elaborated of National Increase of
Statistics and Geography (INEGI), detail that
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

export with United Staes as destiny increase
in 9.3 per cent in august and representes
around 82 per cent in total exportations in
the country.
In this year, goods send to United States its
the main demand market of Mexican
manufactories had increase in 8.3 per cent,
according official statistics. In the rest of the
world Mexican exportations increase in 16.9
per cent an annual growth rate and 14.6 per
cent in January and August.
An increase in dynamics in exportations
corresponded to the increase of import in 12
per cent in buys of commercial goods, after
a month before increase around 2 anual per
cent. Buys on intermediate goods and
capital goods showed an increase.
Compared with august 2016 imports of
intermediate goods increase in 12.9 per
cent, meanwhile capital goods increase in
7.2 per cent.
Source: El Financiero
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Presidential order for the establishments
of Free Economic Zones in Mexico
The normative to establish Free Economic
Zones in Mexico are ready, later that the
last week of September were announced
the new presidential order to establish this
zones which open up to develop industrial
projects in the south of the country.
This specific zones are in Puerto Chiapas,
Lázaro Cardenas y Coatzacoalcos, reveled
Gerardo Gutierrez Candiani, Manager of
Projects.
“The order signed and declared by the
president its the base constitutional, legal,
package of incentives, land definitions, and
the rules of where can be this zones, who
you can invest in this zones and which are
the facilities, all this are included in the
presidential order” he said.
Along with other decrees, there will be
announced some major investments in this
Economic Zones “We already have a
package very interesting for this three first
zones. We have around of 200 enterprises
which are in process and we have nearly 35
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce

companies that are interested on the profile
of this three first zones.
The Free Economic Zones are the project
of this presidential administration which the
Federal Government wants to boost
development in marginated zones in the
country.
Free Economic Zones are Puerto Chiapas,
Lázaro Cárdenas, Coatzacoalcos y Salina
Cruz. This decree has a little delay. said
Candiani, which who doesn’t precise the
reason, we can suppose that is by the
recent earthquakes. “We are missing
Oaxaca, which for obvious reasons we
have a little delay.
Gerardo Corrochano, Director of Word
Bank for Colombia, Mexico, Latin America
and the Caribbean, declared in a recent
visit in May that this an example that we
have to avoid in the establishment of the
Free Economic Zones.
Source: El Financiero
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Mexico express his gratitude with the
International Community
In the last weeks, Mexico has suffered natural
disasters of big magnitude. Two earthquakes
upper than 7 grades Richter in at least 12
days, put in a test not only our preparation
and infrastructure, also our commitment and
human quality. First, in September 7th caused
hundreds of deaths and affected thousand of
persons in southwest of our country, the
second have been provoked mora than 320
victims and many other material damages.
Facing this natural disasters, the international
community shown his support and Mexico
accepted with gratitude the support of all
countries. Heads of State and Government of
many countries from all around the word, local
authorities and international organizations
have been sent messages of support and
express their disposition to help the affected
population.

Till this moment, Mexico has received
technical and material support that comes
from 23 countries all over the world and from
international organizations like UN and
European Union.
Mexico recognize their deep gratitude for the
support and fraternity from the international
community and knows that counts with honest
friends from all around the world.

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Since the beginning operations in localist and
rescue persons, on the afternoon of
September 19, Mexico has count with
technical assistance from the Bureau of
United Nations OCHA.
Arab Mexican Chamber of Industry and Commerce
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